
Supply for the
Internet-Approval-Service (IAS) of FGGB, GB&CWPS and FGI

Regulations for Suppliers, Version 05. 02. 2017:

Stamps and philatelic items connected to the philatelic interests of the participant societies are suitable for
supply. We accept material in good condition, attracting the collectors. Normally used stamps should free 
of reminders of paper of hinges. Stamps issued after 1970 are normally not of interest as the demand is 
too low. 
It is a good idea to consult the IAS-Manager prior to supplying material to discuss the quality of the items 
and the way of supplying. An agreement between supplier and IAS-Manager will result in useful solution.
If possible you should supply stamps on stock-cards with clear mounting strips in a size of DIN A5. Mark 
the stamps with numbers according to Stanley Gibbons or Michel. Use appropriate strips of paper. See the
examples in IAS. If necessary stock-cards can be supplied on a loan basis. 
Normally the pricing of stamps without any fault should be 30% of the actual SG-catalogue, for GB use 
25% of the Michel catalogue GB-Special. Rarer stamps with fault and unused stamps may be offered with 
a certain price reduction. If you can not do the pricing the IAS-Manager will do this as a service (without 
extra cost, see below). 
If you supply material according to the recommendations named above the society of the IAS-Manager 
earns a commission fee of 7.5% of every sale. 
In cases with a higher amount of work the IAS-Manager may raise the commission fee to 15%.
If you supply material unsorted or uncleaned (only after prior agreement with the IAS-Manager) a 
commission fee of 20% may be determined. 
In cases of a raise of the commission fee the IAS-Manager will inform the supplier prior to working on the 
material. In such case the supplier may retract the material free of any commission fee. 

It is in the decision of the IAS-Manager to offer stamps with a catalogue value below EUR 0.50 without 
picture in a price list with a standard price of Ct. 5. 

Costs for packaging and postage are payable by the supplier for supplying material as well as reshipment.

For the supplies within Germany the following is valid:
The value of the goods (not the catalogue value) is limited to a total of EUR 500 per DHL/Post 
packet. A supplier is allowed to send only one DHL/Post packet per day to the IAS-Manager. 
Packets of the described type are handled with receipts and liability of DHL/Post. 
Therefore: Supplier's packets are allowed only according to the described rules of DHL/Post. 
The maximum value of the material (sales price) of one supplier being in stock of the IAS-Manager
or circulating between the IAS-Manager and buyers is limited to EUR 500. 

If you want to supply material from abroad an individual agreement with the IAS-Manager is necessary. 

The society of the supplier will refund the supplier in case of loss of material. The amount of refund is half 
of the value of the lost goods, with a maximum limit of EUR 250. This liability is valid in cases where the 
lost goods have been in the responsibility of the IAS-Manager. 
The participating societies may exclude suppliers from the IAS on their own discretion (even without giving
any reason). 

Please fill in the form on the next page and send it by letter post or (scanned) as an e-mail attachment to 
the IAS-Manager. 

Supply your material only after confirmation by the IAS-Manager. 
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An
Peter Christensen
IAS-Leiter
An den Krautgärten 29
65760 Eschborn
Germany

Supply for IAS of FGGB, GB&CWPS and FGI

Material data:

Number of stock-cards Number of stamps / items Value of goods (EUR or CHF)

Angaben zum Einlieferer

First name Name

Address 1 Address 2

Postal code and City

Country

Phone number e-mail

I member of  FGGB GB&CWPS FGI 
(please tick box)

   
________________________
Membership number

Bank data for payment of the proceeds

Account number Bankleitzahl

Bank name

IBAN BIC

With my signature I accept the regulations described above, especially the rules of limited 
refund.

______________________________ _______________________________

City, date signature
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   e-mail: peter.christensen@web.de


